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DEPAITTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

THrRD EXAMTNATTON rN SCTENCE - 2OL4/2OL5

Answer all questions Time : Two hours

1. Define the ternr norTn o\ a linear space. (10 Marks)

(a) Show that the following formula

lt,1o : (i t",1,)"' 
u.

n:I i

clefines a nornr. for r in the lp space, where 1 < p < oo. (s0 Marks)

(b) A norm ll.ll on a linear space X is said to be equivalent to u rror*\.llo on X if

t oll'llo<ll'll (bll'llo i
for each r € X, where a and b are positive numbers.

On a finite dimensional vector space) show that any norm ll.ll is equivalent to any
other norm ll.llo Q0 Marks)

(c) Let

llrll, : >O[ and llrll- : max lr;l
I:1 

rr@ lSi(n ' ''

be two norms on a linear space X : ]F', where r : (rr,fr2t...,r,). Show that llzll,
is equivalent to llrll." in the space X. (50 Marks)



(10 Marks)

Y. Prove the

(20 Marks)

(30 Marks)
(20 Marks)

rr(t) : l,' r(E)d,t,

llrr;1
ll"ll : sup t.

reD(T),r;lo llJll

(u)

(b)

(")

4- (u)

(b)

.-
(c) For every u in a normed linear space X, show that

llrll : 
,.1y5*o ffi

where X' is the dual sPace of X.

2. Qefine a li,near operator between two normed linear spaces'

(a) Let ? be a linear operator from a vector spaces X to a vector'space

following:

i. The range of T, R(T), is a vector space.

ii. The inverse operator of. T, T-r : R(?-) ------ D(T) exists if and only if

Tr: Q a r:0,
where D(") is the domain of 7'

iii. If 7-1 exists, then it is a linear operator'

(b) Show that

t e la,b], is a linear operator on the space of continuous functions Cfa,bl. (20 Marks)

3. Let X and Y be normed linear spaces. The norm of a bounded linear operator ? from

the domain of T, D(T), to Y is given bY

/t

If X is a finite dimensional normed linear space, then show that eyery linear operator

on X is bounded' ( 2o Marks)

Prove that if a linear operator is continuous then it is bounded.': (30 Marks)

Let T be a bounded linear operator from a normed linear space X to a normed linear

to,l":;* 
that the null space of ? is closed' Qt Marks'r

'ii. Prove that ? is bounded if and only if ? maps bounded sets in X into a

sets in }{' (30 Marks

State the Hahn-Banach theorem for normed li,near spaces and prove this by usr

the generalized Hahn-Banach theorem. (10 Marks

Let X be a normed linear space and let ro * 0 be any element of X. Prove

there exists a bounded linear functional f on X such that

llfll : 1 and /-(rs) : llrsll '

(so M,


